TectoMT – a deep-linguistic core of the combined Chimera MT system
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Abstract. Chimera is a machine translation system that combines the TectoMT deep-linguistic core with phrase-based MT system Moses. For English–Czech pair it also uses the Depfix post-correction system. All the components run on Unix/Linux platform and are open source (available from Perl repository CPAN and the LINDAT/CLARIN repository). The main website is https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/tectomt. The development is currently supported by the QTLeeP 7th FP project (http://qtleap.eu).

TectoMT and Chimera

TectoMT (the deep-linguistic core of Chimera) is an open-source MT system based on the Treex platform for general natural-language processing. TectoMT uses a combination of rule-based and statistical (trained) modules (“blocks” in Treex terminology), with a statistical transfer based on HMTM (Hidden Markov Tree Model) at the level of a deep, so-called tectogrammatical representation of sentence structure. In the Chimera combination, TectoMT is complemented by a Moses PB-SMT system (factored setup with additional language models over morphological tags) and optionally also by an automatic postprocessing (correction) component called Depfix. Chimera can be thus characterized as a hybrid system that combines statistical MT with deep linguistic analysis and automatic post-correction system, which is useful especially for translation into inflectionally rich languages. The three systems are combined serially: TectoMT runs first, then an additional Moses phrase table is extracted from TectoMT’s input and output. The additional table is then used in a weighted combination with a large Moses translation table to produce pre-final output. Depfix then re-parses the output (as well as input) and generates the final output based on rules reflecting morphosyntactic properties of the target language.

Chimera was transferred from English–Czech to additional three language pairs (English to Dutch, Portuguese and Spanish) within the QTLeeP 7th EU project.
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